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Abstract
A tlebt’ uwy to dytmttlica[ly cotltro[ iti-flighf p[ll.ws l)J a
co-pmpqylitlg shepherd pulse it! o btwivlet)gfh divisim
ttl ultip[exed ( WDM) sitt.gle-mode fiber systettl nws
ptoposed at the MPPOI ’ 9 6 Cottjcretlce. That systettl
fiitlctiottal[y rescttd~les atl optical fiber rilkm cclble,
except that 011 the bits pass otl otte j71wr optic w~ii’eguidc.
Mis sitlgle fiber bit parallel uwueletlgth litk can be 1(.wd
to e~-tetd t h e (LTpced .x distonce) prodltct of emerging
clu.vter cottlp!iter tl et bi’orks, s u c h LI.V, the klyriNet, SC1,
Hippi- 6400, ShufJeNet, etc. Here, we sho[l presetit the
first e.xpcrittletltctl evidetlcc tkt this pl(lse shcphctditg
efJ(’cl cotl b e obsct-ved itl o cottmiercia[ly {I ~wiloble
Corttitg DS (dispersiotl-sh fted} fibec
Gmlpltter
sittl ulotiotj results vt’ill first be presetl ted for the ccl.sc
o13served iti the laboratory sctlip. A di.~cmsim of tllc
experitmw t setup cold ttlea.wtvmctlt I)tocedu rrs vt~ill be
gii’ett. likperittwtlt~il re.~ults uill thetl be cotty[lred with
cot}yuter getle roted results. Excelletlt ogrrettwttt i s
Future expctitttetlts deolitlg vi’it}i the
ob.rer\vd.
shcphetditlg effect cimottg mote thotl tbt’o c<+ptz>p[lgatitlg
pulses Itill 1X perfot-ttwi,

I. Introduction
The concept of using a shepherd pulse to promote
time-alignment ofco-propagating pulscsin a bit-parallel
wavelength division multiplexed system [1] for a
sirrgle-moclc fiber was presented at the MPPO1 ’96
Conference [2]. The proposed concept is based on the
cress phase modulation (CPM) effects [3] caused by the
nonlinearity of the optical fiber in a wavelength division
multiplexed (WIJM) system. These CPM effects occur
when two or more optical beams co-propagate
simultaneously and affect e:lc}lother tllt-c)llglltllc intensity
This CPM
dependence of the refractive incicx.

phcnonlcno ncanbcuse dtoproducean interesting pu]se
shepherding effect to align the arrival time of pulses which
areothcrwise misaligned. This sanleCPM effect can also
be LIscd to generate time-al igncd co-propagating pulses on
different wavelength beams.
An example of the pulse shepherding effect [4] is
shown below:
I.ct us assume that two gaussian pulses on two
diffcrmt wavelength beams with wavelengths of 1.55 pm
and 1.546 pm, originating in an aligned position as shown
in I~ig. l(a), begin toseparatcfmm cachothcr ductosligtlt
difference in the group velocities for these two beams.
Without the presence of a shepherd pulse, these beams
will be approximately 1/2 pulsewiclth apart at 50 km
downstream as can be seen from Fig. l(a). With the
shepherd pulse of 2 exp (–0.5 T2) on a third beam with
wavelength 1.542 pm, originally aligned with the two
shepherded pulses and propagating at thesamevclocity as
the pulse on beam #l, at 50 km downstream, the
sl~er>llcrclecl l> Lllses:lrc still aligr~ecl:ls sllo\\Ilin I;ig. l(b).
What this means is that tbrough theintroduction ofa
shepherd pulse on a separate wavelength beam, it is
possible todvnamically nlanipulatc, control and reshape
~JLllses ol~cc)-~~rc~I>agatillg bcall]sir]a WIJMsystcm. This
dynamic control feature from a shcphcrcl pulse will enable
the eventual construction of a time-alignccl bit-parallel
wavelength link as an interconnect with exceptionally
high speed, low latency, simplified electronics interface
(with no speed bottleneck), and extensibility to all-optical
packet networks.
net-c, wc shall present the first experimental result
showing the existence of this pulse sbephercling effect.
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is the noniincar inciex coefficient with A<ll as the eftective
core area anti 112 = 3.2 = iO- 16 cm2/W for siiica fibers, ~j is

the cawier frequency of thejth wave, c is the spccci of iight,
anti z is tbc ciirection of propagation aiong tile fiber.
introducing the normalizing coefficients
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Fig. 1. Evolution of two initially aligned gaussian
pulses on the WDM beams. (a) After propagation, separation occurs for pulses on beam #l
and beam #2 without shepherd pulse on the third
beam.(b) Alignment maintained for pulses on
beam #1 and beam #2 with shepherd pulse on
the third beam.
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A review of the theoreticxil background will first be
~ivcn.
Computer simulation results for the case
;orl esponciing k that observed in the laboratory wil I be
presented.
Experimental setup ancl measurement
procedures will then be discussed. Measut-ed results wi II
be compared with computer results. I ;vidence of the
shepherding effect will be presented. E’inally, a ciiscussion
on future experiments dealing with the shcphcrcii ng effect
among more than two co-propagating puises wiii be
given.
11. A Review of the Theoretical Foundation
The funciamentai equations governing M numbers of
co-propagating waves in a noniincar fiber inciuciing the
CPM phenomenon are the coupled noniinear Scbrociinger
equations [3,4]:
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}Iere, 7~ is the pulse width, Poj is the indent optical
power of the jth beam, and d]j, the walk-off parameter
between beam 1 and beam j, clescribes how fast a given
pulse in beam j proses through the pulse in bean i 1. in
other words, the walk-off length is
L,,(,j) =

7’,, / Id,),

(7)

So, I.l\(lj) is the distance for which the faster moving
pLilse (say, in beam j) completely waikcd throllgb the
slower moving pulse in beam 1. The nonlinear interaction
between these two optical pulses ceases to occur after a
I:or cross-phase-modulation (CPM) to
distance
take eft’ect significantly, the group-velocity mismutch
must be held to near zero.
I.\\(/j).

It is also noted from Eq. (6) that the sunlmation term in
the bracket representing the cross-phase-modulation
(CPM) effect is twice as effective as the
self-phase-modulation (S1’M) effect for the same
intensity. This means that the nonlinear effect of the fiber
meclium o n a b e a m m a y b e e n h a n c e d b y the
co-propagation of another beam with the same group
velocity.
Iicluation (6) is a set of simultaneous coLIplcd nonlinear
Schrodinger equations which may be solved numerically
by the split-step Fourier method, which was LIsed
successfully earlier to solve the problem of beam
propagation in complex fiber structures, such as, the fiber
couplers [5], and to solve the thermal blooming problcrn
for high energy laser beams [6]. According to this method,
the solutions may be advancecl first using only the
nonlinear part of the equations. And then the solutions are
allowed to advance using only the linear prt of Ikl. (6).
This forward stepping process is repeated over and over
again until the desired ciestination is reached, The Fourier
t[-:insform

is

accomplished

numerically

via

the

case. I.et LIS label the initial 20 ps gaussian pulse carried
by one of the beam as the shepherd (S) pulse and the other
200 ps pLIlsc on the other beam as the primary (P) pulse.
The parameters that we use for the simulation arc:
[. = length of fiber = 50 km
/?l = dispersion coefficient= 2 ps2/km
Al = operating wavelength of beam #1 = 1.55 pm
12 = operating wavelength of beam #2= 1.545 pm
y = nonlinear index coefficient= 20 W- Ikn- 1
a = attenuation or absorption of each beam in fiber
= 0.2 cllMtnl
t~ = group velocity of the beam = 2.051147 x 108
mlsec
dlz = walk-off parameter between beam # 1 and
beam #2 <1 ps/km
7~ = pulse wiclth = 20 ps.

Shown in IJig. 2 is the evolution of these two pulses on
two different wavelength beams as they propagate in this
single mock fiber. Since both pulses are operating in the
positive clispersion region, i.e., the dispersion coefficient
/?2 is positive, neither pulse will undergo pulsecompression. Since the dispersion coefficient is quite
small, for the distance considered, neither pulse will
cxpcricnce significant pulse-broadening.
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well-known F’ast Fourier Transform Techniclue.

111. Computer Simulation Results
Based on the above numerical technique, computer
simulation is carrieci out for the case col-responding to that
performed in the laboratory.
Two beams with wavelength separated by 5 nrn (nanmeter) are ]aunched into a single mode fiber: One beam
carties a 2(I ps gaussian pulse while the other beam carries
a 2(N ps gaussian pulse to simulate the cw signal in the
experiment. The evolution of the two pulses on these two
co-propagating beams is the focus of our simulation. It is
noted that the four wave mixing effect is negligible for this

Fig, 2, Computer simulation results for the case
of a 20 ps pulse (the shepherd pulse) co-propagating with a 200 ps pulse (approximating a cw
primary pulse) in a 20 km dispersion shifted fiber with negligible walkoff. A dip on the 200 ps
pulse appeared at the end of the fiber indicating
the presence of the shepherding effect.
One notes that in the absence of the shepherding effect
(i.e., the CPM effect) these pulses will propagate
independent of each other. However, due to the presence
of the shepherding eft’ect, very significant changes are
observecl on the 200 ps primary pLIlsc. on that primary

pulse, a dip appears at the location which is aligned with
the 20 ps shepherd pulse. This dip appears to grow deeper
and broader as both pLllscs propagate down the fiber,
cvenl Lla]ly rcactling t h e s h a p e o f a n inverled 20 ps
gaussian pulse,
This inverted guassian pulse is
superposed over the 200 ps primary pulse. This inverkxi
gaussian pulse on a long plateau looks very much like a
dark soliton pulse. Also noted is a nalmow rim arouncl this
IIIe to t h e a v e r a g i n g technicple LIscd in the
dip.
experimental measurement, this narlow rim will not
appear in the measured picture of the induced primary
pulse; only a dip will appear in the picture.
The effect of the small walk-off is to shift the induced
inverted pulse on the 200 PS primary beam SI ightl y. The
shepherding eff’ect also skews s] ightly the symmetry of
both the shepherd pulse and the induced invcr(cd pulse on
the primary pulse.
This very distinctive feature of an induced inverted
pulse on a broad primary pulse which is clearly caused by
the shepherding effect has been used to experimentally
verify the existence of the shepherding effect.
T

I\ . Experimental Setup and Procedures

This is the very first time that this shepherding eff’ect
has been observed. This experiment also shows that for
the length of fiber that we used, i.e., 2 km lor~g, the
walk-off eflect of this commercially available Corning IX
fiber [7] is less than 1 ps/kn~.
V. I)iscussion and Future Research
The pictures shown in I~ig. 4 clearly demonstrate not
only the existence of an in(iuced inverted pulse which can
only conw about because of the shepherding effect but
also the growth of this induced pulse as the interaction
distance grows longer as predicted by our computer
simulation.

A schematic block cliagram of the experimental setup
is shown in Fig. ?$. The pulse source is an l;rbiun] I)opcd
Fiber Ring I.aser (E1>I+U.), producing a 100 Mtlz train of
pLIlscs 20 ps in length at a wavelength near 1551 ntn. ‘l’his
llrbiunl Ring pulse is named the shepherd pLIlse, operating
at peak power of higher than 200 mW. I’he primary source
is a 1>1~11 laser diode at 1545 ntn operated under a CIC bias
well above threshold. This cw output from the primary
laser diocie source is about 1 n]W which is amplified
through an lirbiunl I>opcd l~iber Amplifier (Iil)lJA) to
around q~ mW.
—
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As shown in h’ig. 3, signals from these two sources of
two diflerent wavelengths are then combined using a 2 to 1
fiber coupler. The combined output is sent through a 20
km spool of Corning IX fiber. At the output end of the
fiber, an optical banclpass filter is used to reject the pLIlsc
signal from the ring laser. The signal from the laser diode
is clctccted and viewed on an oscilloscope. A picture of
this output is shown in Fig. 4. A dip on the cw signal is
observed indicating the presence of the shepherding effect
as predicted by the computer sinlulation result.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the experimental setup to detect the shepherding effect.
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Fig. 4. Picture of the output of the cw primary
source. The first line represents the output of
the cw primary source signal without the
presence of the shepherd pulse. The second
line represents the output of the primary pulse
with the presence of the shepherd pulse for a
2 km long Corning DS fiber. The third line
represents the output of the primary pulse
with the presence of the shepherd pulse for a
20 km long Corning DS fiber. A dip is seen
indicating the successful interaction of the
shepherd pulse with the primary signal.

T h a t t h i s s h e p h e r d i n g elfect is obsel-vable in a

commercially available Corning SMI;–DS fiber [7] (a
clispersicrn shifted fiber) is worth noting. ‘I’his means wc
are now in a position to perform further experiments
corlespondittg to the cases produced by contputcr
sitnulations without waiting for the production of an
ideal ized fiber-.
I;rom a practical point of view, it is worth noting that
this single fiber bit parallel wavelength link with
shepherding pLllsc(s) can bc L!SCCI to extend greatly the
(speecl x distance) product of emerging clusIer computer

nctwot-ks, such as, the Myri Net, SC1, EIipI>i-64(Kl,
The distance may cxcecd many
Shufl]eNct, etc.
kilometers, a distance much beyond the capability of fiber
ribbons.
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